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Mtg heroes vs monsters review

From MTG Wiki Duel Decks: Heroes vs. Monsters is the 12th [2] September 2013, with an MSRP being US$19.99. Heroes vs Monsters features two preconstructed themed decks, one centered around the heroes of the worlds of the multiverse (white/red) and the other around scary monsters lurking along the planes (red/green). It is tied
to the themes of the autumn set of Theros. [4] Description [edit | edit source] Heroes vs Monsters contained six preview cards from Theros, making the product the very first chance to play with the kit's new card. One of these cards in the Monsters deck is Polukranos, World Eater, a legendary Hydra. The Heroes deck features Sun Titan
with a new Theros-friendly image. There were six new arts in total and three arts that had never been seen in paper before. Duel Deck includes a Magic learn to play guide, a strategy insert, and two creature tokens. 2/2 white Griffin with flying 3/3 green Beast Decklists[edit | edit source] Heroes[edit | edit source] The Rares in this deck are
Sun Titan (holographic foil), Figure of Destiny, Anax and Cymede, Kamahl, Pit Fighter, Winds of Rath and Nobilis of War. The pile also includes three preview cards for Theros in Anax and Cymede, Trials of Purphoros and Cavalry Pegasus. Monsters[edit | edit source] The rare ones for this deck include Polukranos, World Eater
(holographic foil), Skarrgan Firebird, Conquering Manticore, Deus of Calamity, Troll Acetic and Crater Hellion. The pile also includes three preview cards for Theros in Polukranos, World Eater, Destructive Revelry and Satyr Hedonist. References[edit | edit source] External links[edit | edit source] Duel Decks: Heroes vs. Monsters
introduces six cards from the Greek-myth-based Theros set, new Theros-based art and two new game mechanics: heroics and monstrosity. Set Name: Duel Decks: Heroes vs MonstersNumber of cards: 60 per deck, 120 total languages: English, Japanese Official Three-Letter Code: HVMTwitter Hashtag: #MTGHVM Deck Design and
Deck Development: Chris Millar, Kelly Digges, and Sam Stoddard The introduction of a Greek mythology adaptation of Theros block has provided a great opportunity to explore the idea of epic, monstrous beasts facing mighty heroes, and you probably won't be surprised to hear that Heroes vs. Monsters Duel Decks play on this theme
beautifully. Pitting the mighty Sun Titan giant against Polukranos, the legendary Hydra, Heroes vs Monsters presents two balanced for battle decks that play very differently. The Heroes The [mtg_card]Sun Titan[/mtg_card], back from the 2011 core set of brand new artworks, leads the Heroes. This deck draws its cards from about 20 odd
extensions, mixing some lovingly selected supplemental maps that date back as far as 1996 - such as [mtg_card] Miraculous Recovery [/mtg_card], which has ditched its original art for a very Theros-themed, Spartan-inspired warrior. Also making a comeback from 2001 is which could be crucial to keeping your powerful Aura enchants in
play. Heroes focus on hitting hard, and hitting fast, ramping up their offense in the late game using the enchanting and the all-important Sun Titan itself that brings back the permanents (petty much something that's not a cast and discard magic) when he comes onto the battlefield and on every attack. These return directly back to the
battlefield, so if you've just sacrificed [mtg_card]Ordeal of Purphoros[/mtg_card] you can bring it straight back into play on your Sun Titan, repeatedly. Cards like this reinforce the offensive theme heroes, you must hit hard and fast before monsters can mount an insurmountable late game retaliation. The Monsters The brand new [mtg_card]
Polukranos, World Eater [/mtg_card], borrowed from the new Theros expansion, is the late-game hard-hitter who sets the tone for the Monsters. It's not without a catch, though, when Polukranos becomes Monsterous it will hit for X damage (where X is the number of 2 or more extra mana you choose to trigger its monstrosity ability with)
divided among any number of target creatures. The catch is that these creatures mount a counteroffensive that employs damage back to Polukranos corresponding to their power. It's a subtle touch, but this mechanic is beautifully themed in Theros, and the setting of Heroes vs Monsters. Backing Polukranos is a balanced spread of
suitable maps going as far back as 1995. [mtg_card] Orcish Lumberjack [/mtg_card] comes charging in from the ice age and helps strengthen the mana-ramping strategy behind Monsters. In fact, it's a fine example of how far back in the depths of MTG covered designers have plummeted for cards that fit. Krosan Tusker, from the 2002
aptly named Onslaught, also helps plumb the depths of your library for the hard-won mana maps. [mtg_card] Zhur-Taa Druid[/mtg_card] also makes an appearance from Dragon's Maze, and [mtg_card] Satyr Hedonist [/mtg_card] from Theros. Both solid mana building maps that you can drop early. As you may have guessed, the monsters
focus on building a brutal offensive slowly and steadily. The big, hard-hitters like [mtg_card] Conquering Manticore[/mtg_card] and [mtg_card]Deus of Calamity[/mtg_card] don't come out early, and you'll have to focus on building your mana reserves quickly and efficiently to get the big guns into play and use Polukranos' monstrosity. From
your spells a little [mtg_card] Dragon Blood [/mtg_card] will increase your already powerful creatures in opponent-crushing behemoths, and [mtg_card] Destructive Revelry [/mtg_card] will deprive these annoying auras and enchantments. Overall if you're a beginner and all of the above just went right over your head, all you really need to
know is written in a handy player guide included with Duel Decks. Heroes hit hard and fast, and monsters focus on getting mana in play so they can bring the big guns. If you with a friend, spouse or sibling can swap tyres to get a feel for a completely different strategy. Playing these tires should also give you a good insight into the depth
and breadth of strategy available in Magic The Gathering, and hopefully give you some inspiration to build your own tires. Because you have two decks out of the box, a Duel Deck is great for you and a spouse or a sibling to get started playing some competitive Magic throughout the winter months. Once you've gotten comfortable with
Monsters vs Heroes, or if you've got a little extra money to splash for a wider and more fun gaming experience I highly recommend picking up Face The Hydra. This Challenge Deck will allow you to meet a video game-like encounter together, and is a good deck to bring out if you are not terribly competitive, or have just had a streak of
losses and want an opponent who is not such a smug winner. Playtest Heroes vs Monsters turned out to be very entertaining during play testing, and reasonably balanced too, although I think that Heroes has a slight edge due to their faster pacing and feed spam. The games are both far from being serious, and seem to sling in a myriad
of different cards and mechanics with a focus on just being fun instead of utilizing a few selected cheese plays. Heroes seem to spam the playing field with feed, and Monsters can throw down the likes of [mtg_card] Crater Hellion [/mtg_card] and mop them up in an instant. Heroes can then dive into their freshly packed cemetery and
revive low-cost feed with [mtg_card]Sun Titan[/mtg_card]. The likes of [mtg_card] Figure of Destiny [/mtg_card] show how far Heroes vs Monsters go to be on theme and fun, this card is a formidable long-shot but very entertaining to have in games. The monsters side of the duels tires love to play with complex, sometimes confusing
counter mechanics, and we saw [mtg_card] Crowned Ceratok [/mtg_card] come into play a few times, just never when it was able to do any good. Similarly,[mtg_card] the Volt Charge [/mtg_card] does crazy things with counters, and it showed up a few times with deadly effect. These complex interactions may soon turn something like
[mtg_card]Gorehorn Minotaurs[/mtg_card] into a complete and total pain. It's not a good thing to witness the drive up to 6/6 with Stomping. When I played Heroes I also learned to hate Monsters [mtg_card] Satyr Hedonist [/mtg_card]. Overall, we found Heroes vs Monsters entertaining to play, and they're a great set of decks to just keep on
hand for some casual friendly games, or for use against Face The Hydra decks. They are also filled with a little bit of interesting maps, some of which were something of a nostalgic ride for my opponent and supervisor Ben. I'll definitely keep my eye on future Duel Decks, and will probably keep them in their original configurations too...
although I've got my eye on [mtg_card] Sun Titan [/mtg_card] a replacement for Thero's Inspiring Heroics event deck, along with a few couples Enchant creatures. Creatures.
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